LAUSD update 7-24-'19.
Over a month after Public Records Request filed, two arborist reports were provided for Grant High School, both from the same arborist. (At the June meetings we had been told there were two different arborists who produced reports at Grant.) LAUSD plans to remove 8 trees this summer, based on condition not construction, at Grant High School. A nesting survey was requested, and is in progress. Teacher Pat Sturges and Joanne D’Antonio inspected the trees utilizing the arborist's numbers to identify them and found: one redwood tree that looked dead, two redwood trees that had many dead branches, one very healthy shamel ash tree on Oxnard, and the other four trees that were lopsided and could possibly be dangerous. (The redwoods near the main building (100) and were not the redwood group in the building footprint, which look healthy.) We protested removing the leafy shamel ash in front of the school. It looks dead in the arborist report, but is bushy and healthy now. Alix O'Brien at LAUSD has agreed to have it looked at.
At this point LAUSD is not addressing trees in their building footprint. We have not heard if the GVGC president has sent the letter that was submitted to go to LAUSD. Arlene Irlando in Scott Schmerelson’s office has agreed to hold a meeting with the chief facilities executive for any interested parties.

Community Forest Advisory Committee 7-11-'19 1:00 p.m. City Hall – Quorum achieved. CD 2 not represented.
- A hearing is set for the large number of trees at Manchester Square to accommodate the new Airport People Mover.
- The status of the Sidewalk Repair EIR was questioned since a draft should have been out already.
- Adel Hagekhalil of Streets LA reports meeting with the City CAO to inform that the value of a tree is much more than the removal cost – there is lifetime cost so it is better to save the tree.
- UFD reported that 28,000 trees were trimmed 1st year and 400 trees planted (goal is 1000/year). Watering difficulties were discussed.
- Adel is proposing tree planting to supplant one of the pothole repair days in each NC district. Residents who want a tree will have to agree to water it. A CFAC member reported that in a study they determined that the cost of water a tree for a year is under $10 (20 gallons/week). Adel is working on stormwater capture cisterns to water median trees without removing existing trees. They are also looking into incentivizing water users with rebates for new tree care.
- Parks Dept. expects their inventory to be complete in 3 years.
- Michele Barton of the Sanitation Dept. discussed programs to transform communities under Prop 68 to include tree planting. They have a restoration ecologist on staff.
- Rachel O’Leary of City Plants announced their software that tracks their work will interface with the new tree inventory the City is preparing to begin. DWP has given City Plants a grant toward a public education campaign.
- Under Public Comment Joanne D’Antonio who track all the City tree removals reported that BOE is taking out many large trees for sidewalk repair from locations where replacements cannot be planted. No alternatives to removal seem to be implemented. CFAC will invite BOE to next meeting.
- Adel has offered to provide lists of trees denied tree removal notices. He also reported that there are almost no trees in the City Tree nursery since the implementation of the “in lieu” fee option. This has resulted in fewer trees planted than in prior years. Watering continues to be a big issue in new tree survival.
- Holly Harper of the Planning Dept. brought the stalemated Protected Tree Amendment.
- All Tree Removal notifications are now going to all CFAC members. Adel is still trying to get the timeframe extended to 60 days (time to object is currently only 3 days, making it difficult for Neighborhood Councils to weigh in officially – though UFD has been putting the removal on hold if there is an individual objection.)
- Adel announced a new website the Streets LA Stakeholder Advisory Council.
• There was a discussion of tree responsibility and tree ownership. Removal of a tree in Santa Monica results in a $10,000 fine. The City Attorney will be invited to CFAC to speak on who owns the tree in front of a property. (A property owner must sign off for the City to remove the street tree at the property.) But there is no law to require a property owner to water a tree.
• A complaint was lodged against LANI, an organization that removed healthy trees on San Vicente between La Brea and Fairfax, which now looks worse after their efforts.
• The LA Standard Plan for Planting needs review including root barrier issues.
• Protection of private property trees to be considered at next CFAC ad hoc subcommittee.
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